
 

Sample Hydrotherapy Exercises:  
1. Supine - leg kicks [floating on your back with the aid of floats or holding onto 
the pool side, kick your legs in the vertical plane for 30 seconds].


2. Supine - leg scissors [positioned as above, kicks your legs on the horizontal 
plane for 30 seconds].


3. Arm hugs [standing in the water at shoulder height, extend your arms out fully 
and pull them as hard as you can across your chest in the form of a self hug for 30 
seconds]. 


4. Hand to knee [standing in the water at shoulder height, alternate touching 
opposite limbs i.e. left arm to right knee and vice versa for 30 seconds]. 


5. Knee tucks [pull your knee up to your chest and hold for 3 seconds, repeat with 
the other leg, 10 times each]. 


6. Upper body twists [water at shoulder height, plant your feet and rotate your 
upper body left and then right with your arms outstretched to the sides for 30 
seconds]. 


7. Lower body twists [water at shoulder height and arms out to the sides, jump 
and rotate your lower body side to side for 30 seconds]. 


8. High knee running [running on the spot, bring your knees as high up to your 
chest as possible for 30 seconds]. 


9. Mini squat + hip thrust [bend your knees to approximately 90 degrees for the 
squat. Tighten your buttocks to thrust your hips forward at the top of the 
movement]. 


10. Archery [water at shoulder height, the same movement as shown in sitting 
when out of the water]. 


11. Standing leg pendulums [swing your leg out away from your body and then 
back across the front of the standing leg 10 times, repeat with the opposite leg]. 
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